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Introduction: are vertebrates special because of their
neurons?

The elaborate behaviors of vertebrates are made possible by the
evolution of nervous systems of unparalleled size and complexity.
The developmental mechanisms that assemble the vertebrate
nervous system and physical mapping of the circuits that underlie
behavior are subjects of intense study. But are the neurons of the
vertebrate nervous system themselves also unique or special in some
way? Do they have vertebrate-only features that facilitate the
assembly of large, complex nervous systems? Or is the vertebrate
nervous system based on an ancient and highly adaptable neuronal
cell type? Understanding the evolutionary history of neurons is
critical to understanding how vertebrate nervous systems and
behavior came to be. Another very practical reason for asking these
questions is that it is helpful to know which features of neurons are
shared with and can thus be studied in cheap, efficient invertebrate
model systems. Vertebrate-specific neuronal features, in contrast,
must be studied in model systems such as zebrafish or mouse, for
which time and expense often limit the scientific questions that can
be asked.
The polarized functional organization of neurons that facilitates
assembly of complex circuits might be a good candidate for being
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associated specifically with vertebrates. Indeed, in a highly cited
review on neuronal polarity from 1994, invertebrate neurons are
seen as ‘sufficiently different’ in terms of organization from
vertebrate neurons that the polarized sorting mechanisms are
suggested to also differ (Craig and Banker, 1994). However,
directional transfer of information between neurons is a key feature
of the neuronal circuits that allow all bilaterian animals to move,
find food, avoid enemies and perform a myriad of other activities.
Thus, at least some aspects of the polar neuron are likely to have
ancient origins. In this review, we re-examine the question of
whether neuronal polarity is indeed a fundamentally vertebrate
innovation, or whether it evolved much earlier in the history of the
nervous system.
Overview of neuronal polarity

In vertebrates, directional signaling of neurons is most often
accomplished by specialization of neuronal processes into axons and
dendrites, with axons as the output side of the cell and dendrites the
input side. This specialization is termed neuronal polarity. In
assembling the functional circuit maps that underlie behaviors, it is
very helpful to know whether a particular neurite is an axon or a
dendrite. This is the key to understanding in which direction
information flows and how it is processed. So, how do we know
which neurites are axons and which are dendrites?
The most familiar layout of a vertebrate neuron is that of a
multipolar neuron with a central cell body, which houses the nucleus
and most protein synthetic machinery. This cell body gives rise to a
single axon and multiple branched dendrites. Axons tend to be
longer than dendrites and maintain the same diameter or caliber as
they branch, while dendrites are shorter and taper as they branch
(Craig and Banker, 1994). The axon is presynaptic and so contains
clusters of synaptic vesicles at release sites, and the dendrite is
postsynaptic and houses neurotransmitter receptors. The ability of
axons to relay the action potential and dendrites to integrate synaptic
inputs is in large part dependent on the two compartments having
distinct complements of ion channels, the proteins that mediate
electrical signaling in the nervous system. At the base of the single
axon lies the axon initial segment (AIS), in which ion channels that
underlie the action potential are highly concentrated by an
underlying spectrin–ankyrin network (Rasband, 2010). Because of
the high concentration of channels, the AIS serves as the site of
action potential initiation in most polar vertebrate neurons (Bender
and Trussell, 2012).
In addition to the axon–dendrite differences that relate closely to
the ability to receive or send signals, there are other differences that
are less immediately relevant to signaling. For example, dendrites
contain some synthetic machinery including ribosomes and Golgi
outposts, while axons contain little, if any, of these components
(Bartlett and Banker, 1984; Craig and Banker, 1994) (Fig. 1).
Similarly, the rough endoplasmic reticulum may extend a little way
into the dendrites, but is absent from the axon, although the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum is found throughout the neuron (KrijnseLocker et al., 1995). The cytoskeletal framework of axons and
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ABSTRACT
Polarized distribution of signaling molecules to axons and dendrites
facilitates directional information flow in complex vertebrate nervous
systems. The topic we address here is when the key aspects of
neuronal polarity evolved. All neurons have a central cell body with
thin processes that extend from it to cover long distances, and they
also all rely on voltage-gated ion channels to propagate signals along
their length. The most familiar neurons, those in vertebrates, have
additional cellular features that allow them to send directional signals
efficiently. In these neurons, dendrites typically receive signals and
axons send signals. It has been suggested that many of the distinct
features of axons and dendrites, including the axon initial segment,
are found only in vertebrates. However, it is now becoming clear that
two key cytoskeletal features that underlie polarized sorting, a
specialized region at the base of the axon and polarized
microtubules, are found in invertebrate neurons as well. It thus seems
likely that all bilaterians generate axons and dendrites in the same
way. As a next step, it will be extremely interesting to determine
whether the nerve nets of cnidarians and ctenophores also contain
polarized neurons with true axons and dendrites, or whether polarity
evolved in concert with the more centralized nervous systems found
in bilaterians.
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Fig. 1. Key features of a prototypical multipolar neuron. A diagram of the
synthetic and secretory machinery localization is shown in the upper panel.
The Golgi complex is found in the cell body, with smaller outposts in proximal
dendrites, especially at large proximal branch points. Ribosomes are highly
concentrated in the cell body, with additional clusters in dendrites, especially
at branch points. The rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) is found in the cell
body, and the smooth ER reaches into all regions of the cell. Mitochondria
are also found in all compartments. In the lower panel, some of the major
cytoskeletal components are shown. The axon initial segment (AIS) is an
ankyrin–spectrin meshwork under the plasma membrane. Axonal
microtubules are uniformly plus-end-out while dendritic ones are typically
50% or more minus-end-out. Dendritic spines rely on actin for their
characteristic shape.

dendrites also differs. Axons contain high levels of neurofilament
proteins and dendrites do not, and MAP2 is a dendrite-specific
microtubule-binding protein, while dephosphorylated tau, which
also associates with microtubules, is found at high levels only in
axons (Peng et al., 1986; Craig and Banker, 1994). In addition, in
primary cultures of hippocampal pyramidal neurons, which are
perhaps the best studied of these prototypic polar neurons, dendritic
microtubules have mixed polarity while axonal microtubules have
all plus-end-out polarity (Baas et al., 1988).
If all neurons followed the simple segregation rules of our
prototype vertebrate multipolar neuron, it would be straightforward
to identify universal markers for axons and dendrites. Indeed, MAP2
and dephospho-tau antibodies have been used quite successfully to
identify dendrites and axons in studies on mammalian central
neurons (Kosik and Finch, 1987). However, if one ventures slightly
further afield, these markers are not useful. For example, in
Drosophila, complex circuits are assembled and neurons appear to
have specialized processes, but there is no ortholog of MAP2, and
tau is found in both axons and dendrites (Stone et al., 2008).
Furthermore, not all vertebrate neurons strictly observe the

Polarized arrays of microtubules can act like signposts to direct
traffic of cellular constituents to different places. Microtubules are
dynamic polymers that are nucleated by a complex of proteins called
the γ-tubulin ring complex, or γ-TuRC. The γ-TuRC most likely acts
as a template to organize the 13-protofilament ring structure of the
microtubule (Wiese and Zheng, 2006; Raynaud-Messina and
Merdes, 2007). Dimers of α-β tubulin can then be added to elongate
the microtubule (Alberts et al., 2007). The asymmetry of α-β tubulin
dimers differentiates the two ends of the microtubule: the minus end
begins with α-tubulin, and β-tubulin is exposed at the growing plus
end. α-β tubulin dimers are added at the plus end as the microtubule
grows, and are lost from the plus end during catastrophe as the
microtubule retracts. Microtubules continuously switch between
plus end growth and shrinkage in the process of dynamic instability
(Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984). In proliferating cells, most
nucleation sites are clustered at the centrosome, so microtubule
minus ends are located near the center of the cell and plus ends at
the periphery (Bartolini and Gundersen, 2006). This type of
organization is not possible in neurons, though, because individual
microtubules would need to extend from the centrosome in the cell
body through the entire length of the axon or dendrite. In fairly
mature axons a single microtubule might be 100 μm long (Bray and
Bunge, 1981), but this is still too short to extend to many axonal
termini. Microtubules instead form overlapping arrays in axons and
dendrites (Baas and Lin, 2011). This arrangement means that minus
and plus ends are scattered throughout axons and dendrites. But this
scattering of ends is not random. In vertebrate axons all
microtubules are oriented with minus ends towards the cell body and
plus ends away from the cell body (Baas and Lin, 2011). In two
studies in 1988 it was discovered that this was not the case in
dendrites. In rat hippocampal neurons in vitro (Baas et al., 1988) and
frog mitral cells from an adult brain (Burton, 1988), dendritic
microtubules were found to be arranged equally plus-end-out and
minus-end-out. The authors of both papers noted that this implied
that transport in axons and dendrites might work in fundamentally
different ways. Could this difference contribute to the development
of neuronal polarity?
Cargoes are transported along microtubules by motor proteins that
recognize the intrinsic polarity of microtubules and walk to either
the plus end or minus end. Most of the several dozen varieties of
573
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functional segregation of axons and dendrites defined in the
prototype multipolar neuron. While many axons are exclusively
presynaptic and many dendrites are exclusively postsynaptic,
abundant exceptions exist. Axo-axonal synapses can directly
modulate action potential firing (Inan et al., 2013) or synaptic
vesicle release (Ren et al., 2007), and dendro-dendritic synapses can
regulate inhibitory circuits (Strowbridge, 2009) in the vertebrate
central nervous system (CNS). Are the terms axon and dendrite then
simply semantic simplifications, or is there some underlying
fundamental difference that distinguishes these processes in all
contexts?
We will focus on two aspects of polarity that have the potential to
direct the differential distribution of cellular constituents in polar
neurons. These two features are (1) the differences in microtubule
organization between axons and dendrites, and (2) the specialized
sub-membrane skeleton at the AIS. We will first examine the
evidence that these cytoskeletal features are functionally important
for polarity in vertebrate neurons; then, we will move on to explore
whether they might also characterize axons and dendrites in other
metazoans.
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Fig. 2. Microtubule polarity and the AIS can organize polarized
distribution of other proteins. The AIS (red mesh) acts as a barrier that
keeps axonal plasma membrane proteins (pink) separate from dendritic
plasma membrane proteins (blue). In the simplest model for polarized traffic,
kinesins bring axonal cargoes into the axon via plus-end-out microtubules
and dynein pulls dendritic cargoes into dendrites along minus-end-out
microtubules.

kinesin motors walk towards microtubule plus ends, whereas
cytoplasmic dynein is the major minus end-directed motor (Alberts
et al., 2007). This means that in axons, cargoes are carried outwards
from the cell body by kinesins and back again by dynein (Hirokawa
et al., 2010; Saxton and Hollenbeck, 2012). In dendrites, one motor
could go in both directions, or dynein could take on the role of a
specific outbound motor for dendritic cargoes. Such cargoes could
include cellular constituents such as Golgi and ribosomes, which are
found in dendrites but not axons (Baas and Lin, 2011). Other
dendrite-specific cargoes could include postsynaptic proteins and
specialized dendritic ion channels. However, the very simple idea
that kinesins would carry axon-specific cargoes and dynein would
carry dendrite-specific cargoes (Fig. 2) to translate microtubule
polarity into more general neuronal polarity fell out of favor for
many years. Instead, a variety of kinesin-only models were proposed
for polarized transport based on the idea that some kinesins were
dendrite specific (Setou et al., 2004; Hirokawa and Takemura,
2005). However, both models of polarized transport rely on
fundamental differences in the microtubule cytoskeleton as a basis
to direct appropriate cargoes to axons and dendrites. Thus,
regardless of the model, microtubules have the potential to underlie
many aspects of neuronal polarity.
The AIS is the boundary between the axon and the cell body

The first part of the axon is specialized in many vertebrate neurons
to serve as the site of action potential initiation (Bender and Trussell,
2012). The AIS has an especially low excitation threshold because
its small surface area favors excitation and, most importantly, it
contains a high concentration of voltage-gated Na+ channels (Grubb
and Burrone, 2010; Bender and Trussell, 2012). Thus, graded
depolarizations that reach the AIS can initiate an action potential
that propagates down the axon. AIS excitation is tightly regulated
by synaptic inputs and locally clustered K+ channels (Grubb and
Burrone, 2010; Rasband, 2010; Bender and Trussell, 2012). Shaker
(Kv1), Shab (Kv2) and KCNQ2/3 voltage-gated K+ channels
localized to the AIS regulate action potential threshold, duration and
frequency (Rasband et al., 1998; Dodson et al., 2002; Pan et al.,
2006; Goldberg et al., 2008; Johnston et al., 2008; Lorincz and
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Nusser, 2008; Sarmiere et al., 2008; Shah et al., 2008). The AIS ion
channel complement is not fixed and can vary across neuronal cell
types to facilitate distinct patterns of excitability (Lorincz and
Nusser, 2008; Bender and Trussell, 2012).
In addition to its role in action potential initiation, the AIS has a
specialized cytoskeletal structure that serves as a barrier for diffusion
within the plasma membrane. This diffusion barrier property was
discovered in 1999 by using optical tweezers to drag plasma
membrane proteins along the axon; they could not be dragged
through the AIS (Winckler et al., 1999). Moreover, this barrier
localizes to the boundary between axonal plasma membrane proteins
like NgCAM and dendritic plasma membrane proteins like the
transferrin receptor (Winckler et al., 1999). This diffusion barrier is
constructed by a special sub-membrane skeleton that localizes to the
AIS. Ankyrin-G (AnkG) is the central player in orchestrating the
AIS and acts as a linker protein that bridges transmembrane
proteins, including ion channels (Zhou et al., 1998; Pan et al., 2006),
and β-IV-spectrin, which in turn binds actin (Grubb and Burrone,
2010; Rasband, 2010; Bennett and Lorenzo, 2013). These proteins
work together to set up the electron-dense meshwork under the
plasma membrane that has long been known as a distinguishing
feature of the AIS (Peters et al., 1991; Jones et al., 2014). This
cytoskeletal structure is particularly interesting because, like
microtubules, it has the potential to influence the distribution of
other proteins.
Functional evidence that microtubules and the AIS direct
polarity

The arrangement of microtubules in neurons and the barrier function
of the AIS both have the potential to selectively direct traffic to
axons and dendrites. But do they? The best way to answer this
question is to look at axonal and dendritic components when either
microtubule organization or the AIS is genetically (or chemically)
disrupted.
For microtubules, reduction of kinesin-6 (or CHO1/MKLP1) by
antisense oligonucleotides (Yu et al., 2000) or, more recently, by
RNAi (Lin et al., 2012) results in the loss of minus-end-out
microtubules from the dendrites of rat sympathetic neurons in
culture. If transport along minus-end-out microtubules allows cargo
such as ribosomes into dendrites, but not axons, then one would
expect these would be lost once minus-end-out microtubules were
no longer present. Indeed, ribosomes and membranes that were
thought to be Golgi were reduced by antisense oligonucleotides
targeting kinesin-6 (Yu et al., 2000). The poorly understood tapering
shape of dendrites also became more uniform and axon-like in these
experiments. In the more recent RNAi study, the number of minusend-out microtubules in dendrites was reduced, but not completely
eliminated, and dendrites became longer and thinner, but did not
entirely lose a dendrite marker, MAP2 (Lin et al., 2012). Overall,
these loss-of-function experiments support the idea that minus-endout microtubules and dendrite identity are closely linked in
vertebrate neurons.
For the AIS, acute de-polymerization of actin after polarity is
established results in the loss of segregation of axonal and dendritic
plasma membrane proteins (Winckler et al., 1999). Long-term
(10 day) reduction of AnkG by RNAi results in the appearance of
dendritic membrane proteins like KCC2 on the former axon
(Hedstrom et al., 2008). Thus, there is very clear experimental
support that the cytoskeletal structure at the AIS is required for
maintenance of plasma membrane polarity (Szu-Yu Ho and
Rasband, 2011). What is less clear is its role in the establishment of
the differences between axons and dendrites. Establishment of
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Neuronal polarity in model invertebrate bilaterians

Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans are the most accessible
invertebrates for molecular and cellular studies of the nervous
system. In the case of C. elegans, the entire nervous system,
including the vast majority of synapses, has been reconstructed from
serial electron micrographs (White et al., 1986) and is accessible at
WormAtlas (http://www.wormatlas.org/). The whole animal is
optically accessible as it is small and transparent, and various
genetic manipulations, including RNAi, work well. For Drosophila,
genetic manipulation is extremely sophisticated and is built on more
than 100 years of study. Decades of detailed genetic analysis of
nervous system development are now being supplemented by
reconstructions of the nervous system (Chiang et al., 2011) and there
is a rapidly growing set of tools to genetically manipulate individual
or small subsets of neurons (Jenett et al., 2012). These two models
have therefore been ideal for studying polarity in protostome
invertebrate neurons.
In Drosophila, the majority of neurons are unipolar with a single
neurite arising from the cell body (Fig. 3). This single neurite then
gives rise to different processes that have been classified as axons
or dendrites based on structure and function. For example, unipolar
motor neurons have dendrites that branch close to the cell body in
the ventral ganglion and then send long axons out to muscles via
well-defined nerves (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1997;
Sánchez-Soriano et al., 2005). However, the fact that all processes
arise from a single one led to the supposition that polarized traffic
might be completely different in vertebrates and invertebrates (Craig
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Fig. 3. Microtubules in invertebrate neurons are highly polarized.
Schematic diagrams of microtubule organization in Drosophila sensory
neurons (A) and motor neurons and interneurons (B), and in Caenorhabditis
elegans motor neurons (C) are shown. MT, microtubule. These diagrams are
based on analysis of microtubule growth in vivo in Drosophila larval neurons
(Stone et al., 2008) and an identified motor neuron in C. elegans (Goodwin et
al., 2012).

and Banker, 1994). Is this difference in where processes arise,
directly from the cell body or more distally from a neurite, really a
critical determinant of the way polarity is implemented?
In Drosophila, there are also neurons that resemble canonical
vertebrate multipolar neurons. The best-studied example is dendritic
arborization neurons in the larval body wall. These cells respond to
sensory stimuli including harsh touch (Hwang et al., 2007) and
gentle touch (Tsubouchi et al., 2012). They have extensive branched
dendrite arbors and long axons that bundle together in nerves to take
signals from the periphery to the central nervous system (Bodmer
and Jan, 1987; Gao et al., 1999; Grueber et al., 2002). Although the
dendrites of these cells are sensory, they share cellular features with
mammalian dendrites. For example, ribosomes (Hill et al., 2012)
and Golgi outposts (Ye et al., 2007) are present in dendrites, but not
axons of these cells. Although these cells are normally classically
multipolar, with axons and dendrites arising directly from the cell
body, there are some genetic backgrounds in which dendrites can
arise from the axon in these cells as they do in unipolar neurons
(Yamamoto et al., 2006). Is there then perhaps not quite so rigid a
distinction between unipolar and multipolar neurons? Several other
examples support the idea that the lines that separate unipolar and
multipolar neurons are somewhat blurred. For example, when
Drosophila unipolar neurons are removed from the animal and
grown in culture, they sprout dendrites directly from the cell body
(Sánchez-Soriano et al., 2005). Similar flexibility also exists in some
cultured rodent neurons, which can grow axons from dendrites [for
a nice example see fig. 4 in Burack et al. (Burack et al., 2000)].
Likewise, hippocampal oriens–alveus interneurons have an axon
575
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polarity requires transporting different cellular components into
axons and dendrites. One argument against a role for the AIS in
establishing polarity is that the diffusion barrier function of the AIS
is established relatively late during polarity development in cultured
neurons. A barrier that hinders lipid diffusion is set up after
7–10 days in culture (Nakada et al., 2003), while the axon is first
specified around 24 h after culturing (Petersen et al., 2014), and
dendrites acquire minus-end-out microtubules around 4 days, with
mature microtubule polarity at 7 days (Baas et al., 1989). However,
some elements of the AIS cytoskeleton are present by 5 days in
culture (Song et al., 2009) so the AIS could play a role in later stages
of polarity establishment. Analysis of dextran movement into axons
suggests that large dextrans (70 kDa) freely enter axons at 3 days,
but have restricted access at 5 days (Song et al., 2009). Analysis of
vesicle movement into axons also supports the idea that the AIS
cytoskeleton can reach below the surface and restrict entry of a
subset of microtubule-based cargoes into axons (Song et al., 2009;
Watanabe et al., 2012). It is not completely clear, though, why some
cargoes might get stopped by the AIS mesh and others not, or
whether some of the evidence for the influence of actin on
trafficking might be due to failure to segregate axonal and dendritic
cargoes into different vesicles when actin is depolymerized (Petersen
et al., 2014). At a minimum, though, the AIS serves as a highly
specialized signaling compartment and plays an important role in
the maintenance of plasma membrane polarity.
In summary, loss-of-function experiments in vertebrate neurons
implicate both polarized microtubules and the AIS in the control of
axon and dendrite identity. In order to understand the evolutionary
origins of polarity in vertebrate neurons, we must therefore
understand the evolutionary origins of differential microtubule
polarity and the AIS. Whether these features are shared with various
invertebrates is critical to understanding which branches of the
metazoan tree implement neuronal polarity in the same way as
vertebrates.
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that sprouts from the dendritic tree rather than the soma (Martina et
al., 2000).
Although sending axonal and dendritic traffic out of the cell body
together in a single process must cause some trafficking challenges,
neurons in Drosophila and mammals seem able to accomplish this
when necessary. Unipolar shape alone therefore does not necessarily
mean that Drosophila neurons have a fundamentally different
mechanism of polarization with respect to vertebrate multipolar
neurons. But how does the microtubule arrangement in neuronal
processes compare between vertebrates and Drosophila?
Microtubule polarity in Drosophila neurons has been analyzed in
multipolar larval sensory neurons, unipolar motor neurons and
unipolar interneurons in intact animals (Stone et al., 2008). In all
cases, axonal microtubules are exclusively plus-end-out as in
vertebrates. The dendrites, however, held a surprise. Like vertebrate
neurons, they are distinguished from axons by the presence of
minus-end-out microtubules. But in Drosophila, almost all
microtubules are minus-end-out (Stone et al., 2008). This is true in
unipolar and multipolar neurons. Polarity was also examined in the
primary neurite of the motor neuron in this study. This result was
another surprise: microtubules were plus-end-out (Fig. 3), not mixed
(Stone et al., 2008), meaning cargoes traveling from the cell body
to the minus-end-out dendrite would need to travel first on plus-endout microtubules, then switch motors and move onto minus-end-out
microtubules. It is not known how this switch is orchestrated, but
studying trafficking in these unipolar neurons might provide
important clues to the sorting of axonal and dendritic cargoes.
As Drosophila dendrites are minus-end-out rather than mixed,
does this mean that mechanisms that underlie axon and dendrite
differences are not the same in flies and vertebrates? One piece of
evidence that suggests overall similarity derives from a
developmental study. Early in development, dendritic microtubules
in multipolar Drosophila neurons are mixed, as in vertebrates, but
over time they gradually mature to more than 90% minus-end-out
(Hill et al., 2012). The fact that dendrites have mixed polarity during
development in Drosophila suggests that dendrites in Drosophila
and vertebrates are fundamentally similar and may share a common
evolutionary history.
However, the maturation of Drosophila dendrites to minus-endout emphasizes the importance of minus-end-out microtubules for
dendritic trafficking. Indeed, Drosophila neurons deficient in
subunits of dynein, the major minus end-directed motor, have strong
dendrite growth and transport defects (Liu et al., 2000; Satoh et al.,
2008; Zheng et al., 2008). While kinesins were the focus of dendrite
transport studies in mixed polarity mammals for many years (Setou
et al., 2000; Setou et al., 2002; Hirokawa and Takemura, 2005),
dynein has now also been shown to have a role in the classic polarity
model of primary cultures of rodent hippocampal neurons (Kapitein
et al., 2010). Thus, in both Drosophila and vertebrate neurons, axons
have plus-end-out microtubules, and anterograde transport is
mediated by kinesins, while dendrites have a significant number of
minus-end-out microtubules, and dynein is at minimum an
important contributor to anterograde transport.
Caenorhabditis elegans neurons typically have a much simpler
shape than either vertebrate or insect neurons. Many C. elegans
neurons have one or two unbranched processes extending from the
cell body (White et al., 1986). The only neurites that are highly
branched are newly discovered sensory dendrites that cover the body
wall (Halevi et al., 2002; Tsalik et al., 2003). For the majority of
neurons that have unbranched processes, morphology is of little help
for classification of axons or dendrites. Instead, synaptic architecture
has been used. In many cases the neurites are both presynaptic and
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postsynaptic (White et al., 1986). But there are some neurons that
have a process that is entirely postsynaptic, and this process is
typically called the dendrite (White et al., 1986). Until recently it
was not clear that these processes shared any features other than
their postsynaptic nature with dendrites in vertebrates. However, in
2012 microtubule polarity was analyzed in a motor neuron that had
one of these dendrite-like processes. In this cell the dendritic
microtubules were minus-end-out and the axonal microtubules were
plus-end-out as in a Drosophila neuron (Goodwin et al., 2012).
Thus, although C. elegans neurons may not have elaborately
branched dendrites, this compartment is still distinguished from the
axon by minus-end-out microtubules.
If the microtubule layout is generally quite similar in vertebrate
and model invertebrate neurons, is the AIS also similar? Less
information is available to answer this question. One view is that the
AIS is a vertebrate-specific innovation. This view is based in large
part on analysis of ankyrins and ankyrin-binding motifs in voltagegated ion channels. Specifically, AnkG is a vertebrate-specific
member of the ankyrin gene family. The AnkG binding motif in
voltage-gated Na+ channels that is required for clustering at the AIS
is present in chordates that predate vertebrates (Hill et al., 2008).
Thus, the Na+ channel ankyrin-binding motif predates AnkG,
suggesting that an ancestral ankyrin with the ability to bind channels
may have already been present at the AIS in the first chordates. A
similar AnkG-binding motif in the AIS-clustered K+ channel
KCNQ2/3 evolved independently with jawed fishes (Hill et al.,
2008). These observations have led to a model in which the
‘excitozone’ of the AIS evolved within the chordate/vertebrate
lineage to reliably and specifically initiate action potentials at the
AIS, and this channel clustering at the AIS and nodes of Ranvier
was a critical innovation that allowed for the evolution of rapid
saltatory conduction in myelinated axons (Hill et al., 2008).
This chordate/vertebrate AIS model predicts that there is no
ankyrin-dependent clustering of voltage-gated Na+ or K+ channels
in the initial segment of invertebrate axons and implies that the AIS
of invertebrate neurons may not be an efficient zone for action
potential initiation. However, many studies have shown that action
potentials initiate in the proximal axon in diverse invertebrate
neurons (including unipolar neurons) from lobster, leech, Aplysia
and insects (Edwards and Ottoson, 1958; Tauc, 1962; Goodman and
Heitler, 1979; Gu et al., 1991; Melinek and Muller, 1996).
Therefore, the ability of the proximal axon to serve as the site of
action potential initiation appears to be an ancient shared feature of
vertebrate and invertebrate neurons rather than a recent vertebrate
innovation.
Molecular localization studies in Drosophila have confirmed that
voltage-gated Na+ and K+ channels can be concentrated either just
at an AIS-like domain or from the putative AIS along the rest of the
axon in invertebrate neurons. An immunohistological study of an
identified unipolar Drosophila motor neuron showed that voltagegated Na+ channels were highly concentrated along the axonal
plasma membrane starting about 100 μm from the cell body (Kuehn
and Duch, 2013), consistent with the previous electrophysiological
studies on the site of action potential initiation in unipolar neurons.
In Kenyon cells, which are central unipolar neurons responsible for
higher order processing, GFP-tagged elk and shal K+ channels
concentrate in an AIS-like domain (Trunova et al., 2011). Elk
channels regulate action potential threshold in vertebrate neurons
(Zhang et al., 2010), while shal channels encode transient Acurrents, which influence both threshold and frequency (Jerng et al.,
2004). These studies at a minimum suggest that the initial segment
of Drosophila axons can serve as a boundary for ion channel
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So when did neuronal polarity evolve?

Experiments in Drosophila and C. elegans suggest that neuronal
polarity and its cytoskeletal underpinnings predate the evolutionary
divergence of vertebrates, insects and nematodes (Fig. 4). All three
have polarized microtubules that are plus-end-out in axons and at
least 50% minus-end-out in dendrites, and appear to share at least
some aspects of AIS function. We therefore suggest that axons and
dendrites in two of the three major recognized bilaterian lineages
(Halanych et al., 1995; Philippe et al., 2005) – deuterostomes
(including chordates) and ecdysozoans (including insects and
nematodes) – are likely to have a common evolutionary origin. If so,
their axons and dendrites are orthologous structures, and C. elegans
and Drosophila are valuable models for studying the mechanisms
underlying neuronal polarity. But what about the third major branch
Neuronal polarity

of the bilaterian tree, the lophotrochozoans, which includes annelids
and mollusks? While molecular studies of neuronal polarity have not
been carried out in lophotrochozoans, Aplysia (mollusk) and leech
(annelid) have unipolar neurons of similar anatomy to insect
unipolar neurons, and an axon initial segment that is used as the site
of action potential initiation (Tauc, 1962; Gu et al., 1991; Melinek
and Muller, 1996). Thus, all three major groups of bilaterians have
the ability to concentrate ion channels in axons relative to the
somatodendritic compartment. While additional molecular studies
are needed to determine mechanisms of polarization in invertebrates,
including lophotrochozoans, it is already clear that some of the
major mechanisms for polarization are at least as old as the
ecdysozoan/chordate ancestor, and we speculate that they may have
been present in a common ancestor of all extant bilaterians (Fig. 4).
If mechanisms for generating neuronal polarity were established
before the radiation of the major bilaterian lineages, when might
they have first evolved? Two additional extant groups of metazoans
harbor nervous systems – the cnidarians and the ctenophores. Fig. 4
depicts the modern view of metazoan phylogeny, which places
cnidarians as a sister group to bilaterians, and suggests that
ctenophores branched from the very base of the metazoan tree
(Hejnol et al., 2009; Ryan et al., 2013; Moroz et al., 2014).
Cnidarians are the more extensively studied of these two groups, and
have viable genetic models such as the starlet sea anemone
Nematostella vectensis (Anthozoa). The backbone of the cnidarian
nervous system is a distributed nerve net with little centralization in
the Anthozoa (Marlow et al., 2009; Nakanishi et al., 2012), the basal
extant cnidarian lineage. While some centralization does occur in
various jellyfish lineages (Mackie, 2004; Satterlie, 2011), it is likely
that ancestral cnidarians had minimal nervous system centralization.
Evidence against the presence of polarized neurons in cnidarians
includes the presence of bidirectional chemical synapses in
scyphozoans and a hydrozoan (Hydra) (Kinnamon and Westfall,
1982; Anderson and Grünert, 1988). However, other hydrozoans do
have polarized chemical synapses (Anderson and Spencer, 1989)
and many cnidarians display a variety of highly complex motor
behaviors that require directional neuronal signaling (Anderson and
Spencer, 1989; Mackie, 2004). On a molecular level, cnidarians
share almost all the major gene families of neuronal signaling
proteins with bilaterians (Putnam et al., 2007), including all gene

Vertebrates

Other chordates

√

Ecdysozoans

?
Lophotrochozoans
Ancestral
metazoan

Fig. 4. Schematic phylogeny of the evolution of neuronal
polarity. The evolutionary relationships of key groups of animals
with nervous systems are shown. These relationships are based
on recent sequence analysis (Ryan et al., 2013; Moroz et al.,
2014). We argue that at least a minimal AIS-like domain is likely to
be present in all bilaterians including ecdysozoans like Drosophila
and C. elegans and lophotrocozoans like leech and Aplysia.
Polarized microtubules in axons and dendrites are also found in
different bilaterian branches. It is currently an open question
whether these key features of polarized neurons are found in
cnidarians and ctenophores.

?
Cnidarians

Ctenophores
Ankyrin-dependent clustering of channels at the AIS
Differential microtubule polarity in axons and dendrites
Protein distribution changes at AIS
Action potential initiation at AIS
Ankyrin/β-spectrin complex, complete set of voltage-gated ion channels
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distribution, and suggest that there may be a mechanism for
clustering ion channels there. While these findings are intriguing,
more work is required to determine whether this axonal channel
localization is ankyrin dependent in the same manner as in
vertebrates, or relies on alternative mechanisms.
In addition to organizing plasma membrane proteins, the first part
of the axon seems to influence intracellular trafficking in both C.
elegans and Drosophila. In C. elegans, the microtubule-binding
protein CRMP is localized to a specific region of the proximal axon
in an ankyrin-dependent manner (Maniar et al., 2012). Moreover,
loss of CRMP or ankyrin disrupts polarized trafficking and allows
presynaptic proteins to enter dendrites (Maniar et al., 2012).
Intriguingly, this same study showed that loss of ankyrin or CRMP
resulted in mixed polarity microtubules in axons and ciliated sensory
dendrites (Maniar et al., 2012), although a link between the AIS and
microtubule polarity has not been made in other systems. In another
study, live imaging of membrane traffic in C. elegans neurons
indicated that the proximal axon acts as a filter that keeps somatic
components like the Golgi out of axons (Edwards et al., 2013). In at
least one Drosophila neuron, the lateral td cell, there is also a
specialized region of the axon that influences retrograde transport of
neuropeptide vesicles and seems to keep them out of the cell body
(Wong et al., 2012). Again, these studies hint that basic features of
the AIS, including action potential initiation and influencing traffic
into and out of the axon, are present in invertebrate neurons.

REVIEW

Conclusions

We suggest that current evidence points to a common evolutionary
origin for neuronal polarity in bilaterians. Vertebrates, flies and
nematodes share distinct microtubule arrangements in axons and
dendrites and can concentrate proteins at an AIS-like domain.
Furthermore, the proximal axon is the favored site for action
potential initiation in all major bilaterian lineages. Assuming
neuronal polarity is present in all bilaterian lineages, cnidarians and
ctenophores hold the key to determining when and how many times
neuronal polarity evolved. If these animals lack neuronal polarity,
or have different polarization mechanisms, then typical
axonal/dendritic neuronal polarity might be a bilaterian innovation.
However, the presence of common polarization mechanisms in
cnidarians and/or ctenophores would suggest a single origin for
neuronal polarity at the time of the evolution of the first complex
neural networks in early metazoans.
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